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A new approach for automated peak picking of multidimen-
sional protein NMR spectra with strong overlap is introduced,
which makes use of the program AUTOPSY (automated peak
picking for NMR spectroscopy). The main elements of this pro-
gram are a novel function for local noise level calculation, the use
of symmetry considerations, and the use of lineshapes extracted
from well-separated peaks for resolving groups of strongly over-
lapping peaks. The algorithm generates peak lists with precise
chemical shift and integral intensities, and a reliability measure for
the recognition of each peak. The results of automated peak
picking of NOESY spectra with AUTOPSY were tested in com-
bination with the combined automated NOESY cross peak assign-
ment and structure calculation routine NOAH implemented in the
program DYANA. The quality of the resulting structures was
found to be comparable with those from corresponding data ob-
tained with manual peak picking. © 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is by
now a well-established method for biomacromolecular
structure determination (1, 2). Further development of NMR
structure determination is in part focused on increased effi-
ciency of labor-intensive steps by computer-supported au-
tomation. One of these steps is the identification of the NMR
signals in two- and higher-dimensional spectra, often re-
ferred to as “peak picking.” In present practice this step in
the evaluation of complex NMR spectra is usually done
manually, with the aid of interactive computer programs
(e.g., (3, 4)). The reason is that even advanced recognition
methods, such as neural networks (5, 6), statistical ap-
proaches (7, 8), or numerical analysis of various properties
of the data points (9, 10) often fail for complex spectra,
mainly because of strong overlap of peaks and spectral

distortions due to artifacts. The main weakness of most
automated approaches is the fact that they analyze only the
data points around a local maximum that is part of a poten-
tial peak. When interpreting spectra manually, an experi-
enced spectroscopist will make use also of information
outside of the data points near the local maximum. In this
context it is important that multidimensional spectra typi-
cally contain multiple peaks that have the same lineshape
and the same chemical shift in one frequency domain. This
property has so far mainly been used for signal integration
(e.g., (11–13)). The AUTOPSY method presented in this
paper makes use of this observation for resolving strongly
overlapping signals in a fully automated way.

Some methods for peak integration assume that the line-
shapes can be expressed by an analytical function, typically a
mixed Gauss/Lorentz function (14, 15). Peaks in real spectra
often have lineshapes that are significantly different from
Gauss/Lorentz functions, for example, when there is peak
splitting due to scalar couplings. Assumptions that lineshapes
follow analytical functions are therefore avoided for the most
part of the method presented here. Instead, we use more gen-
erally valid criteria for evaluating potential peaks, in particular
their symmetry and their regular shape. Symmetry consider-
ations have previously been used for analyzing anti-phase peak
patterns, e.g., in COSY spectra (16–18), but only rarely for the
analysis of spectra with in-phase peaks, such as NOESY.

2. THE COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS OF AUTOPSY

2.1. General Strategy

The presently introduced approach for automated peak pick-
ing of complex multidimensional NMR spectra consists of the
following steps, which are in the following sections described
in more detail for the treatment of 2D data sets. The actual
implementation of the algorithm in the program AUTOPSY is
designed for spectra with an arbitrary number of dimensions.

● Determination of noise level. Exact determination of the
noise level is important, so that weak peaks can also be
recognized. The noise level is determined locally, so that the
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algorithm can deal with noise bands, water lines, and similar
artifacts.

● Segmentation. The spectrum is decomposed into con-
nected regions made up of data points with signal intensities
above the noise level. Data points outside of these regions are
not considered for further analysis.

● Identification of separated peaks. Peaks that are well sep-
arated from others are identified first, using criteria such as
symmetry and regular shape. Their lineshapes and chemical
shift positions are extracted and used for the further steps.

● Comparison and grouping of lineshapes from all regions.
If a combination of a given shift and lineshape was found in
several peaks during the previous step, each occurrence will be
included in a list of all lineshapes. In this way all lineshapes are
compared for each frequency dimension and combined into
groups of (approximately) equal lineshapes, which results in a
reduced list of lineshapes that are characterized with higher
precision.

● Resolving regions with strong overlap. Parts of regions
with strong peak overlap were not treated in the previous steps.
These are now resolved using the lineshapes collected from
separated peaks. Shapes of potential peaks are constructed
from different combinations of lineshapes in each dimension.
These peak shapes are then used for explaining residual inten-
sity that cannot be accounted for by the previously identified
peaks, and for calculating the amplitudes.

● Integration. Calculating peak integrals is based on the
lineshapes and amplitudes that were previously evaluated for
all peaks.

● Symmetrization and filtering. For spectra that are expected
to be symmetric with regard to their diagonal, an optional
symmetrization step can be performed on the peak list. Before
output, the peak list can also be filtered based on various other
criteria, such as a peak quality factor or the linewidths.

2.2. Noise Level Calculation

A useful peak picking algorithm must be able to find peaks
with intensities that are only slightly over the noise level
without erroneously detecting a sizeable number of noise
peaks. Noise in a NMR spectrum is generally not uniform, and
may be larger close to the edges than in the central regions.
Many spectra also have characteristic noise bands (t1-noise,
water line, diagonal). The following strategy for local noise
level calculation was developed.

A noise level value is calculated for each 1D slice (rows and
columns in 2D spectra) through the spectrum. For this purpose,
a section of given length (typically 5% of the total length) is
determined so that the standard deviation within this window is
minimal. The noise level amplitude is then obtained by mul-
tiplying this standard deviation by an empirical factor, typi-
cally between 2 and 3, to make sure that only values signifi-
cantly above the noise level are larger than this reference.
Noise level values within the spectrum are then modeled as a

base noise level present in the whole spectrum plus additional
noise that can be present in each individual slice. Withdd,i

being the noise level of slicei in dimension d of an n-
dimensional spectrum, the base leveldb is obtained as the
minimum of all these values,

db 5 min
d,i

~dd,i!. [1]

The additional noise levels for individual rows and columns,i ,
relative to the base level of the noise are calculated as

d9d,i 5 Îdd,i
2 2 db

2, d 5 1, . . . , n. [2]

The noise level at a given positionP with coordinates (i1, . . . ,
i n) is then calculated from the base value and the additional
values for the slices that pass through the data point,

noise~P! 5 ÎO
d51

n

d9d,i d

2 1 db
2 5 ÎO

d51

n

dd,i d

2 2 ~n 2 1! z db
2. @3#

More complex statistical methods have been proposed for
noise level calculation (e.g., (19)). However, these cannot
account for the often very characteristic, uneven noise distri-
bution (bands) in NMR spectra and only calculate one global
noise level value for the whole spectrum. They therefore do not
seem suitable as robust methods for noise analysis of complete
spectra.

2.3. Segmentation

Segmentation of spectra into connected regions of data
points above the noise level is done with a “flood fill” algo-
rithm (20), that was generalized to an arbitrary number of
dimensions. Local maxima are used as seeds, where the filling
algorithm is only started for maxima that are not within an
already determined region. To make this test efficient even for
large numbers of regions, all local maxima of previously
determined regions are stored in a hash table. The implemen-
tation of the algorithm is such that it is never necessary to hold
the whole spectrum in memory, only the currently processed
parts of the rows are loaded. The data points within the bound-
ing box of the region are kept in memory, in conjunction with
an equally sized table of boolean values that indicate whether
the corresponding data point lies within the region.

Many important spectra (e.g., TOCSY and NOESY) have a
diagonal where the signals overlap so strongly that they cannot
be evaluated. These diagonal signals can be excluded from the
segmentation. For this the extent of the diagonal is determined
by first using the aforementioned flood fill algorithm with
points on the diagonal as seeds. If the noise level is used as the
threshold for this filling step, strong cross peaks close to the
diagonal are also excluded, even though they could subse-
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quently be handled by the algorithm used. To avoid such loss
of informative peaks, the threshold value for determining the
diagonal can be gradually increased, and additional segmenta-
tion steps can be made.

Rows and columns close to the outer confines of a spectrum
may suffer from poor processing (base line distortions). They
can be excluded in the same way as described above for the
diagonal, except that points on the outer boundaries of the
spectrum are then used as seeds for the fill algorithm.

2.4. Identification of Separated Peaks

Peak Symmetry

Even though the lineshapes of the NMR signals are often
close to Gauss or Lorentz functions, the error with which
potential peaks can be fitted with such functions turned out to
be an insensitive criterion for discriminating well-separated
peaks from peaks that strongly overlap with other peaks. In-
stead, a more generally valid criterion of symmetry is used
here. Assuming proper processing (phase correction) of the
spectrum, the errors in symmetry in each frequency domain
should be smaller than the noise level for peaks without over-
lap. To make use of this fact a measure for symmetry violation
with regard to a given symmetry center is defined. We mini-
mize this function with the position of the symmetry center as
a parameter, and use the symmetry center as the position of the
peak. The symmetry center is a good estimate for the position
of the strongest peak even in the case of strong overlap.
Furthermore, any symmetry violation with regard to this center
is a valuable criterion to decide how well the peak is separated
from other peaks.

The symmetry violation of a set of data pointsdik with
regard to a given center, as expressed by residualsr ik, is
calculated by subtracting a symmetrized set of data points,d9ik,

r ik 5 dik 2 d9ik. [4]

The symmetrized valuesd9ik are calculated as the minima ofdik

and the values at all symmetry-related positions relative to the
given centercY (the idea of this symmetrization is related to the
algorithm of Baumannet al. (21), except that the procedure is
applied to a limited number of data points around a potential
peak, rather than to a complete spectrum). BecausecY is gen-
erally not exactly on a data point the symmetry-related posi-
tions will also be between data points, and spline interpolation
is used for approximating the values at their positions. The
residualsr ik can be used for judging the symmetry. If the given
point is the center of an exactly symmetric region, allr ik are
zero. For the search of centerscY it might appear obvious to take
a standard norm ofr ik, such as least squares, and to use this
number as a symmetry violation. This would work well as long
as the peaks are clearly separated or have very different inten-
sities, but fails as soon as there is strong overlap of peaks with
similar intensity. In this case the calculated center would often

lie between the real peak centers, rather than at the position of
one of the peaks. It turned out to be a much more stable and
reliable approach to use a measures(cY) that favors the remain-
ing intensityr ik to be as smooth as possible:

s~cY! 5 O i ,k
ur ik 2 r i21,ku 1 ur ik 2 r i ,k21u. [5]

Additional terms are used to avoid that the center “walks
away” too far from the local maximum. These are based on the
maximal expected splitting of peaks, which has to be specified
by the user. Once the minimization ofs(cY) with cY as a
parameter has been completed,cY is taken as the center of the
potential peak ands(cY) is used as a criterion for how well the
potential peak is separated from other peaks.

A comparison with the standard approach based on mini-
mizing the sum of squares ofr ik (24) illustrates the high
reliability with which the position of the strongest signal in a
cluster of overlapping lines can be identified using the criterion
of Eq. [5] (Fig. 1). In the same situation, the sum-of-squares
approach (24) yields a shifted position and a distorted line-

FIG. 1. Decomposition of a synthetic 1D data set with 100 data points.
The data set consists of two peaks of amplitude 1.0 and 0.4, with a distance of
20 data points between the peak centers and linewidths of 20 data points each.
Normally distributed random noise with a standard deviation of 0.02 was
added. (a) Decomposition into two peaks with the use of the criterion described
in the text (Eq. [5]). The top curve shows the synthetic data set. The vertical
line shows the center determined for the main peak, the middle curve its shape
after symmetrization, and the bottom line the difference between the top and
middle lines. (b) Decomposition using the sum of differences (24) as the
criterion for evaluation of symmetry.
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shape for the strongest signal, and, consequently, fails to cor-
rectly locate the second, weaker signal in the cluster (Fig. 1b).

Uniformity of Peak Shape

Under most circumstances, the shape of a peak can be
expressed as the product of a lineshape in each dimension,
multiplied with an amplitude. In 2D spectra, with data points
djk that have lineshapesxj ( j 5 1, . . . , n) and yk (k 5
1, . . . , m), and an amplitudea, a peak shape can be factorized
as

a z xj z yk 5 djk ; di. [6]

To determine lineshapes, Eq. [6] can be viewed as a system of
equations for then 1 m 1 1 unknownsa, xj, andyk, with the
number of equations being equal to the number of data points
in the region (Fig. 2). To simplify the further notation, the
spectral data points are treated as a one-dimensional vectordi

5 djk by using an index,i , that numbers the data points within
the two-dimensional region (Fig. 2). These definitions can
readily be extended to 3D and higher-dimensional spectra.

The system is nonlinear, but can be solved with a simple
iterative method that assumes some starting values and then
alternates between calculating new values forxj while holding
the valuesyk fixed, and calculating new values foryk while
holding the values forxj fixed. Methods that either just take
single slices out of the data matrix (13) or sum up data points
for obtaining the lineshapes (22) result in lineshapes that ap-
proximate the experimental data less precisely than the present
algorithm.

With this procedure, lineshapes and amplitudes of potential

peaks are calculated. The error (difference of the combination
of lineshapes and the data points) expresses how uniform the
shape of the peak is. This uniformity has proven to be a good
criterion for discriminating between separated peaks and peaks
with strong overlap. The lineshapes obtained from solving Eq.
[6] will be used in the following steps. Note that no analytic
lineshape such as Gauss/Lorentz is assumed.

Identification of Signals

Based on the criteria of symmetry and uniformity explained
above, individually resolved signals can now be identified by
performing calculations on the entire connected regions deter-
mined in the segmentation step. However, complex spectra
have only few signals without overlap with other signals, and
the individual connected regions that result from segmentation
may contain many thousand data points and several hundred
peaks. For this reason, symmetry and uniformity errors are at
first only calculated for subregions around each local maxi-
mum that extend to all connected data points with values larger
than half of the amplitude of the maximum. This is done for all
local maxima, in order of decreasing amplitude. If the subre-
gion around a maximum contains a previously processed (larg-
er) maximum, the maximum is labelled as “not separated,” and
symmetry and uniformity are not calculated.

All maxima of a region that have been analyzed in this way
are sorted according to the following three criteria: (i) Sepa-
rated maxima precede not separated maxima. (ii) Of any two
separated maxima, the one with the smaller relative error in
symmetry and uniformity comes first. (iii) Of two maxima that
are not separated, the one with the larger amplitude comes first.
In the resulting list, maxima corresponding to well separated
peaks are then at the top, and those corresponding to strongly
overlapping peaks at the bottom, and they are further processed
in this order. For each maximum, symmetry and uniformity of
the surrounding sub-segment containing the data points with at
least half the amplitude are again calculated, since these may
have changed due to the subtraction of other signals (see
below). The amplitude threshold for determining a sub-seg-
ment is then decreased step by step, until either the symmetry
or the uniformity error increases significantly (typically by a
factor of 1.2), additional maxima lie within the region, or the
noise level is reached. If the peak amplitude is large enough, a
new entry in the list of recognized peaks is generated. The final
lineshapes are calculated from the data points symmetrized in
the way described in the previous section, thereby reducing the
influence of overlap. If the lineshapes do not extend down to
the noise level because a higher threshold was used for the final
determination of the sub-segment, they are extended by a fit
with a mixed Gauss/Lorentz function. Using the lineshapes and
amplitudes thus obtained, the peak is then subtracted from the
data points and the lineshapes are entered into the list of all
lineshapes.

Error estimates are made for all calculations and used for

FIG. 2. Illustration of the calculation of unknown lineshapesxj andyk and
the amplitudea from a given set of data points,djk [ di, using an overde-
termined system of equations. Each data point in the peak area, numbered by
the indexi , leads to one equation. Data points outside the peak area are shaded.
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various purposes, such as assigning a quality factor to each
recognized peak and for increasing the threshold for the min-
imally tolerated amplitude. In this way it is possible to account
for the error in the data that is produced by subtracting other
peaks.

2.5. Grouping of Similar Lineshapes

Resolving overlap will require all lineshapes from the entire
spectrum. In general, the identification of separated peaks as
described in subsection 2.4 will produce each lineshape mul-
tiple times. This may cause problems for the next step of the
procedure, and therefore it is necessary to produce a list that
contains each lineshape only once. To this end the difference
between two lineshapes is calculated as the root mean square
difference (weighted according to the estimated error) between
the values of the shape. An additional term for the difference
between the center of the shapes is added. The shapes are then
grouped with a clustering algorithm, which starts with each
shape in a separate cluster. Then the two clusters with the
smallest difference are repeatedly merged into one cluster until
either a given threshold on the difference, or the desired
number of clusters, which corresponds to the number of ex-
pected chemical shifts, is reached.

Lineshapes that are attributed to the same group by the
clustering algorithm are combined into one lineshape, using a
weighted average in which the shapes with smaller estimated
errors obtain a higher weight. Combining several lineshapes
into one also increases the precision of these shapes.

2.6. Resolving Spectral Overlap and Peak Integration

Potential Peaks

The results of the previous steps are lists of identified peaks
and lineshapes for each frequency dimension. In all regions
that do not consist exclusively of well-separated peaks, the
overlapping peaks must now be resolved. For this purpose, a
list of potential signals is created from the known lineshapes.
For each frequency dimension the lineshapes within the range
of the region are considered. Assuming that all lineshapes have
been found, each peak must be a combination of one lineshape
from each frequency dimension, and the set of all potential
peaks can be constructed by taking all these combinations of
lineshapes. This procedure creates all potential peaks in the
bounding box of the region. Because regions are normally not
rectangular, the potential peaks with centers outside the actual
region are excluded. If a combination of lineshapes corre-
sponds to a previously recognized peak, the potential peak is
marked as “already found.”

If xj andyk are two lineshapes in a 2D NMR spectrum, their
outer product is the expected peak shape,si,

si ; sjk 5 xj z yk. [7]

The expected peak shapes are treated as one-dimensional vec-
tors in the same way as the spectral data points in Eq. [6].

Subdivision

Because the aforementioned regions in complex spectra can
be very large, large regions are first subdivided into more
manageable parts. The algorithm described in the next para-
graph achieves such a subdivision along a path through data
points with the lowest possible intensity.

As a first step, a connected region around each local maxi-
mum is constructed by using a priority queue (23) that holds a
number of data points ordered by their intensities and an index
of a region that they are assigned to. Initially, the queue is filled
with the local maxima. In addition to the queue, a list is
generated that stores neighborhood relations between subre-
gions, which is initially empty. The first entry in the priority
queue is then repeatedly removed, marked with the index of the
region, and all its unmarked neighbors are added to the queue.
When a neighbor is encountered that was previously marked as
belonging to another subregion, an entry with the two regions
is made in the neighbor list. This procedure is continued until
the queue is empty.

In a second step, the neighbor list is sequentially processed.
The most strongly connected subregions will be at the front of
the list, because in the previous step the data points were
processed in the order of their intensities. Neighboring regions
are then merged until the resulting region reaches the maxi-
mally desired size.

Approximation with a Selection of Peaks

The most obvious approach for resolving overlap would be
to simply assume an unknown amplitude for each potential
peak, and solving the overdetermined linear system of equa-
tions for least squares (Fig. 2). With ideal data, one would
obtain zero for the absence of peaks, and amplitudes larger
than zero for actual peaks. In reality, one obtains many small
contributions instead of a few large ones, and even negative
amplitudes are a quite common result. It is therefore preferable
to first approximate the data with only a selection of potential
peaks, and then add additional potential peaks when necessary,
i.e., only where unexplained intensity remains. With a set of
potential signalsS, the indexk going over all data pointsdk,
andsik being the shape of a potential signali from S, Eq. [8]
is the overdetermined system of equations for obtaining the
unknown amplitudesai, which are imposed to be positive by
the boundary conditions [9],

O
i{S

ai z sik 5 dk ; k [8]

ai $ 0 ; ~i { S!. [9]

The residuals obtained when solving this system are expected
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to be localized where additional potential peaks must be se-
lected. Unless all necessary potential peaks were selected, all
intensity in the data cannot be explained. It is therefore not
critical if the data are larger than the sum in Eq. [8], but it
should never be significantly smaller. For these reasons, using
an asymmetric norm instead of the normal least squares has
proven to be highly valuable. The penalty of an errorx is
defined as

«~ x! 5 ex 2 x 2 1. [10]

The error at data pointk, taking account of the errorss ik of the
peak shapessik and the noise leveld, is defined in Eq. [11],

Dk 5
¥ i{S ~ai z sik! 2 dk

Îd2 1 ¥ i{S ~ai z s ik!
2 . [11]

With an additional, strong penalty term for negative amplitudes
(Eq. [12]; b is a weighting factor),

pi 5 5 b z S ai

0.1 z dD
4

if ai , 0

0 otherwise
[12]

the overdetermined system of Eq. [8] can be transferred to the
problem of minimizing the functionT in Eq. [13]:

T 5 O
k

«~Dk! 1 O
i{S

pi. [13]

Gradients of this function can be calculated analytically, so that
the optimization can be performed with the method of conju-
gate gradients (24).

The importance of using the asymmetric error function of
Eq. [10] can be appreciated when comparing this approach
with the work of Rischelet al.(22), who use a similar approach
for peak integration and report that it is necessary to adapt
amplitudes by visual inspection before peaks are subtracted.

Selection of Signals

The previous section explained how to calculate amplitudes
for a given set of potential peaks. The key point is then to select
the optimal set of peaks. A simple approach turned out to be
most stable and reliable. For starting, one takes the set of
already identified peaks. The amplitudes are calculated for this
set, and the distribution of residuals (remaining intensity) is
analyzed,

r k 5 dk 2 O
i

ai z sik. [14]

A match of this remaining intensity with each potential peaki
that does not correspond to an already identified peak is then
calculated as the cosine of the scalar product of the two
vectors,

ci 5
¥k r k z sik

Î¥k r k
2 z ¥k sik

2 . [15]

As long as there is a match above a user-given threshold (for
example, 0.5), the potential peak with the best match is chosen,
and added to the set of peaks. To make the procedure more
reliable, an error estimate forci is also calculated, and taken
into account by favoring potential peaks for which the error of
the match calculation is small. Once there are no potential
peaks with an acceptably good match left, all selected peaks
that have a minimal amplitude (for example, 1.5 times the
noise level) are added to the list of identified peaks. The match
from Eq. [15] and the corresponding error are used for calcu-
lating the quality factor of the peak.

2.7. Symmetrization

Symmetrization of NMR spectra (21) is in current practice
little used, since even spectra that are expected to have the
same set of signals on both sides of the diagonal are often not
fully symmetric, with significantly different intensities of
peaks in symmetry-related positions of the frequency plane.
Nonetheless, the fact that a peak was detected on both sides of
the diagonal is a strong indication that it was correctly recog-
nized. For this reason, an optional symmetrization step on the
peak list can be performed in the AUTOPSY approach that
may modify the qualities that were calculated in the recogni-
tion steps but does not directly remove any peaks. Since only
peaks above a certain quality factor (for example, 0.5) are
normally selected for further evaluation, such symmetrization
may still result in the elimination of many artifactual peaks.

For each peak with quality factorq1 (in the range 0 to 1) the
peak is searched that is closest to its position mirrored at the
diagonal. The quality factor of this peak is denoted asq2; its
distance from the mirrored position isd. If d is less than a
given maximal distancedmax, the new quality factorq91 is
calculated as

q91 5 1 2 ~1 2 q1! z S1 2 S1 2
d

dmax
D z q2D . [16]

If no symmetric signal is found within the maximal distance,
the intensity at the mirrored position is checked. It is well
possible that no signal was found even though there is non-
vanishing signal intensity, for example, because the position in
question overlaps with the water line. The local noise level also
needs to be considered. Ifs is the intensity at the symmetric
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position,d the corresponding noise level, anda the amplitude
of the peak in question, the modified quality factor is

q91 5 H q1 z
s 1 d

a
if s 1 d , a

q1 otherwise.
[17]

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF AUTOPSY

All functions needed for the AUTOPSY operations were
implemented in a program-independent library. This library is
structured in layers, where all functions of interest can be
called up directly. It is possible to call low-level functions,
such as symmetry calculation, as well as high-level functions,
such as finding all separated peaks in a region. The library
consists of around 6000 lines of ANSI C source code. All
functions were implemented for spectra with an arbitrary num-
ber of dimensions; a maximal number of dimensions is pro-
vided at the compile time.

To keep the library general, input of spectra is handled over
callback functions. Such functions were written for data that is
already in memory, and for files in the BRUKER (See Bruker
applications software) and XEASY (3) format.

Using the aforementioned library of functions, a complete
peak picking program can be written with a few function calls,
and the code can readily be incorporated into existing pro-
grams. A program with a comfortable user interface and flex-
ible possibilities for various peak picking strategies was written
where all the steps can be executed as single commands and
therefore be combined freely. The program also has simple
display possibilities for spectra and peak lists. Before writing
out a peak list the user can make selections on the peak list that
are based on criteria, such as peak position, linewidths, and
quality factor. Most of the source code for this interactive
program was taken from the molecular graphics program
MOLMOL (25).

The program AUTOPSY is available from the authors. For details
see http://www.mol.biol.ethz.ch/wuthrich/software/autopsy.

4. APPLICATION OF AUTOPSY
WITH 2D NOESY SPECTRA

To evaluate the results that can be obtained using AU-
TOPSY, the program was applied to a 2D NOESY spectrum
recorded for the structure determination of the killer toxin from
the yeastWilliopsis mrakii(26), a protein with 88 amino acids.
Quantitative evaluation of the results of automated peak pick-
ing routines is difficult to obtain. Here we chose to use the
calculated peak list as input for the automated NOE assignment
procedure NOAH (27) implemented in the program package
DYANA ( 28). The quality of the structure resulting from this
procedure is compared with the quality of the structure ob-
tained with manual peak picking and manual NOE assignment.

Input Spectrum and Peak Picking

The 2D NOESY spectrum in H2O was recorded at 750 MHz,
and processed to a size of 4096 data points in the directv2

dimension and 2048 data points in the indirectv1 dimension.
The same spectrum had been used for the manual interpretation
by Antuchet al. (26).

Automated peak picking was done with the AUTOPSY
procedure. The whole spectrum was used, i.e., no parts (such as
the water line or the diagonal) were manually excluded. A
minimal size of 6 data points inv2 and 3 data points inv1 was
given for each peak. For the first step of identification of
separated peaks a minimal amplitude of 2.0 times the local
noise level was used. For the second step of identification of
further peaks using lineshape decomposition, the minimal am-
plitude was 1.5 times the noise level. Symmetrization of the
peak list was done with the procedure described in subsection
2.7. The peak picking calculation took less than 2 hours on a
Silicon Graphics Indigo2 with a MIPS R10000 processor (175
MHz). The program located 7871 possible peaks, of which the
ones with calculated linewidths of less than 10 Hz, or a quality
factor of less than 0.5, were excluded. The remaining 3789
peaks were used for the further analysis.

Figure 3 shows plots of a few representative spectral re-
gions. It can be seen that the results are reliable for spectral
regions with little (Fig. 3a) or moderately strong (Fig. 3b)
overlap. Where very strong overlap occurs (Fig. 3c), the spec-
trum would be difficult to interpret even for an experienced
spectroscopist, and the results of automated peak picking still
look meaningful. Almost no peaks are identified on the very
strong water line (Fig. 3d), and although the diagonal was
successfully excluded, peaks close to the diagonal were still
found (Fig. 3e).

Automated Assignment and Structure Calculation

The automatically determined peak list with 3789 entries,
together with the chemical shift list obtained from the sequen-
tial assignment, was used as input for the automated assign-
ment program routine NOAH (27) implemented in the program
DYANA ( 28). After 25 assignment cycles, unique assignments
were found for 2761 peaks. Using only these peaks, a final
structure calculation resulting in a bundle of 20 conformers
was then performed with DYANA, using torsion angle dynam-
ics and the standard simulated annealing protocol. Figure 4
shows the resulting structure in comparison with the structure
obtained from manual peak picking and manual assignment,
where the RMSD between the well defined parts (residues
4–39 and 47–87) of the two mean structures is 0.92 Å. Both
target function values and RMSDs are very similar for both
structures (Table 1).

Compatibility with Known Structure

As an additional measure for the quality of the automatically
determined peak list, its compatibility with the published struc-
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FIG. 3. Representative regions from the 2D NOESY spectrum of the protein WmKT. Automatically identified signal positions with quality factors. 0.5
and linewidths. 10 Hz are identified as dots. (a) Region with little peak overlap; (b) and (c) regions with increasing overlap; (d) region containing the water
line; (e) region containing the diagonal.
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ture (26) was calculated. Using a tolerance of60.01 ppm for
the chemical shifts, there is a possible assignment to a proton
pair with a distance of less than 6.0 Å for 3299 of the 3789
peaks. For 188 peaks there is no possible assignment, and the
remaining additional 302 peaks have no possible assignments
that would be compatible with the structure.

The 490 peaks that were thus found to be incompatible with
the structure were manually analyzed and classified. A total of
218 of them were unambiguously confirmed as real peaks, 44
as peaks for which the chemical shift could not be precisely
determined, 111 as questionable cases, and 117 as erroneous
peak identifications.

Possible explanations for the fact that 218 unambiguously
identified NOE cross peaks do not have a compatible assign-
ment include that no sequential assignments were obtained for
10 protons in WmKT, effects of spin diffusion, and the pres-
ence of impurities in the sample.

Precision of Integrals

For all peaks that are present in both the automatically and
manually determined peak lists, the integrals were quantita-
tively compared. UsingI1/6 (corresponding to the distance
constraint used for the structure calculation) for an integral of
size I , 62% of all integrals differ by less than 5% from the
corresponding integrals in the manually determined peak list,
85% coincide within 10%, and almost 99% coincide within
25%. The few large differences occur mostly in cases where in

the manual interpretation the intensity was distributed to sev-
eral peaks, while only one peak was recognized by the auto-
mated procedure.

5. DISCUSSION

The results in the previous section show that the AUTOPSY
approach performs reliable automated peak picking for 2D
NOESY spectra, and other complex 2D NMR spectra can be
similarly analyzed. The outcome depends critically on the quality
of the input spectrum. It is essential that careful data processing is
performed, in particular baseline and phase correction, and that
the resolution is high enough so that meaningful lineshapes can be
extracted. The much smaller digital resolution of 3D spectra
combined with reduced signal/noise ratio and increased incidence
of artifacts, especially in13C-edited spectra, poses additional
problems for successful application of AUTOPSY. While the
results can probably be improved by processing spectra to larger
sizes than normally used for manual interpretation, a more suc-
cessful method for reliable automated peak picking for 3D NMR
spectra may combine the AUTOPSY approach with analysis of
additional input, such as chemical shifts taken from 2D spectra.
With AUTOPSY, the NOAH routine (27, 29) implemented in
DYANA ( 28) for combined automated NOESY cross peak as-
signment and three-dimensional structure calculation, and the
program GARANT for automated sequence-specific assignments
(30), a set of automated tools for all labor-intensive steps of NMR
structure determination based on 2D spectra is now available.
Future work will concentrate on combining these individual tools
into a functioning and manageable software entity, and to imple-
ment additional routines for expanding the automated analysis to
three- and possibly higher-dimensional NMR spectra.

TABLE 1
Comparison of the Automatically Determined Structure of the

Yeast Killer Toxin WmKT with the Structure Obtained from
Manual Spectrum Interpretation

Quantity Automatica Manualb

Number of assigned peaks 2761c 1698d

Number of upper distance limits 1237 1053
Range of final target function valuese 1.7–3.2 Å2 1.9–4.3 Å2

RMSD (4–39, 47–87)f 0.57 Å 0.59 Å

a The 20 conformers calculated with DYANA (28) from data obtained by
automatic assignment of the automatically determined peak list (see text).

b The 20 conformers calculated with DIANA (31) from data obtained by
manual spectrum interpretation (26).

c Spectrum evaluated on both sides of the diagonal.
d Spectrum evaluated on one side of the diagonal.
e Range of residual violations in the last run of the individual structure

calculations with DIANA or DYANA, respectively.
f Root mean square deviation of the backbone atoms of residues 4 to 39 and

47 to 87 relative to the average atom coordinates.

FIG. 4. Automatically determined structure of WmKT (dark) superim-
posed onto the structure obtained by manual interpretation of the spectrum
(bright) (26). Shown are 10 conformers of each structure, the superposition is
for best fit of the backbone atoms of residues 4–39 and 47–87. Image
generated with MOLMOL (25).
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